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Materials and Methods
Experimental Approach: Layers of 500 ± 50 nm of amorphous NH3 (Matheson; 99.999 %)
and D3-ammonia (Isotopes Inc; 99+ % D) were deposited in separate experiments on a
silver substrate interfaced to a cold finger at a temperature of 5.5 ± 0.2 K in a vacuum
chamber with a base pressure of a few 10-11 torr via gas phase deposition using a glass
capillary array [1]. The deposition time was 3 min at a pressure of (4 ± 2) × 10-8 torr. The
ice thicknesses were determined using in situ helium-neon (He-Ne) laser interferometry [2]
with a laser wavelength λ of 632.8 nm and a refractive index n of the ammonia ice at 5.5 K
of 1.35 ± 0.05 [3] via equation (1), where d is the ice thickness and ϴ is the angle of
incidence of the laser with respect to the surface normal (4°).
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Each sample was then irradiated for 60 min with 5 keV electrons at a current of 15 ± 2 nA
by scanning the electron beam over the target surface of 1.0 ± 0.1 cm2 at an angle of 70°
with respect to the surface normal of the substrate. The average deposited dose D per
ammonia molecule can be calculated using equation (2), where I, t, m, e, NA, ρ and A and
Einit are the irradiation current, irradiation time, molecular mass of the molecule, the
electron charge, Avogadro’s constant, the density of the ice, the irradiated area of the ice,
and the initial kinetic energy of the electrons, respectively.
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The values ftrans, fbs, Ebs, Etrans and l denote the fraction of electrons transmitted through
the ice, the fraction of electrons which are backscattered, the average kinetic energy of the
backscattered electrons, the average kinetic energy of the transmitted electrons, and the
average penetration depth of the electrons. These values are determined exploiting the
Monte-Carlo simulation program CASINO [4] averaging over 20,000 trajectories. The
deposited energy per ammonia molecule in this experiments is determined to be
1.9 ± 0.2 eV with the simulation parameters summarized in Table S1. After the irradiation,
the ice was kept at 5.5 K for one hour. During the irradiation and the equilibration phase,
infrared spectra (FTIR, Nicolet6700) were recorded from 6000 to 500 cm-1 with a
resolution of 4 cm-1. The substrate was then warmed up with a constant rate of 0.5 Kmin-1
to 300 K. Molecules subliming into the gas phase were photo ionized at 10.49 eV and
detected using a reflectron time-of-flight mass spectrometer (ReTOF)[1]. Vacuum
ultraviolet (VUV) light at 10.49 eV was produced by non-resonant four wave mixing of
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the third harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser at 30 Hz resulting in a pulse width of 10 ± 4 ns and
(4 ± 2) × 1012 photons cm-2 s-1. The VUV beam had a diameter of 1.0 ± 0.1 mm and was
directed over the substrate parallel to its surface at a distance of 2.0 ± 0.1 mm. Molecules
which were ionized above the substrate were accelerated into the ReTOF and detected
using microchannel plates.
The infrared spectra are in line with an earlier study[5] and show mainly a decrease in
the ammonia bands and an emerging signal of the hydrazine molecule (N2H4) at 900, 1151
and 3185 cm-1. This earlier study also exploited a residual gas analyzer (quadrupole mass
spectrometer; QMS) with electron impact (EI) ionization (100 eV). The dominant products
subliming into the gas phase were identified to be molecular hydrogen (H2), molecular
nitrogen (N2), at least one isomer of diimide/trans diazene (N2H2), and hydrazine (N2H4).
A comparison between the earlier QMS-EI [6] setup and the present Re-TOF-PI [7] study
suggests that the Re-TOF coupled with VUV photo ionization at 10.49 eV not only
significantly reduces the background counts, but also increases the signal-to-noise of the
experiments essentially improving the sensitivity of the detection scheme by a factor of at
least 30. The triazane molecule (N3H5) as detected via Re-TOF is formed at levels of about
10 % of hydrazine (N2H4). At these levels, triazane could not have been observed in the
earlier experiment exploiting QMS-EI, where hydrazine (N2H4) was barely above the
detection threshold of the system. Similarly, accounting for the computed infrared
absorption coefficient of the most intense fundamental of triazane at 1007 cm-1 suggests
that triazane is below the detection levels via infrared spectroscopy.
We would like to comment briefly on potential reaction pathways to form triazane
(N3H5). Due to the lack of intensity in the infrared spectrum, no temporal profiles and hence
no kinetic information on synthetic pathways to triazane can be obtained. Therefore, the
following considerations shall be taken as feasible reaction pathways. Upon interaction of
ionizing radiation with the energetic electrons, ammonia was found to fragment via a
predominant atomic hydrogen channel and to a lesser extent via molecular hydrogen loss
(reactions (1) - (2)) [8]
(1) NH3 → NH2 + H
(2) NH3 → NH + H2
Hydrazine (N2H4), which in turn is formed via radical-radical recombination of two
amidogen radicals (NH2) (reaction (3)) or via insertion of nitrene (NH) into the nitrogen –
hydrogen bond of ammonia (NH3) [5], can react with nitrene (NH) yielding triazane (N3H5)
(reaction (5)). Alternatively, hydrazine (N2H4) can be radiolyzed to the hydrazinyl radical
(N2H3), which in turn undergoes radical-radical recombination with the amidogen radical
(NH2) (reactions ((6) and (7)) yielding triazane.
(3) NH2 + NH2 → N2H4
(4) NH + NH3 → N2H4
(5) NH + N2H4 → N3H5
(6) N2H4 → N2H3 + H
(7) N2H3 + NH2 → N3H5
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Theoretical Methods: The triazane decomposition channels are investigated by ab initio
electronic structure calculations. The optimized geometries and harmonic frequencies of
reactant (and its cation), intermediate, transition states, and products are predicted by the
hybrid density functional B3LYP [9] level of theory with the cc-pVTZ basis set. The
energies of these species were refined employing the CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ with B3LYP/ccpVTZ zero-point energy corrections.[10] The GAUSSIAN09 program [11] was utilized in the
electronic structure calculations. The energy computation is expected to have accuracy of
10 kJ mol-1. The adiabatic ionization energy was then calculated by taking the energy
difference between the ionic and the lowest lying neutral state (I) calculated by
CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ with B3LYP/cc-pVTZ zero-point energy correction. Previous
computations at this level compared with experimentally derived ionization energies
suggests that the ionization energies derived from the CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ with B3LYP/ccpVTZ zero-point energy correction method are accurate within ± 0.2 eV[12].
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Table S1. Data applied to calculate the irradiation dose per molecule. * marks values from
CASINO simulations.
initial kinetic energy of the electrons, Einit
irradiation current, I
total number of electrons
average kinetic energy of backscattered electrons, Ebs*
fraction of backscattered electrons, fbs*
average kinetic energy of transmitted electrons, Etrans*,
fraction of transmitted electrons, ftrans*
average penetration depth, l*
density of the ice, ρ
irradiated area, A
total number of molecules processed
dose per molecule, D

5 keV
15 ± 2 nA
(3.4 ± 0.3)×1014
3.2 ± 0.9 keV
0.3 ± 0.1
1.0 ± 0.5 keV
0.16 ± 0.05
350 ± 80 nm
0.66 ± 0.05 g cm-3
1.0 ± 0.1 cm2
(8 ± 2)×1017
1.9 ± 0.2 eV
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Table S2. Energies of the reactants, intermediates, products, and transition states.
B3LYP/
cc-pVTZa

Ezpc b

CCSD(T)/
cc-pVTZ

IP(eV)c

IP(eV)d

NH2NHNH2(1A)

-167.192258

0.070471

-166.940565

0.00

0.00

NH2NHNH2+(2A')

-166.915139

0.069796

-166.656608

7.54

7.71

B3LYP/
cc-pVTZa

Ezpc b

CCSD(T)/
cc-pVTZ

NH2NHNH2(X1A')

-167.192258

0.070471

-166.940565

0

0

NH2NHNH2+(X2A')

-166.915139

0.069796

-166.656608

728

744

NH2NHNH2'(X1A)

-167.190756

0.070288

-166.938882

4

4

NH2NHNH2''(X1A)

-167.184014

0.069754

-166.931014

22

23

INT(X1A)

-167.132931

0.069478

-166.877622

152

159

N2H4(X1A)

-111.862641

0.053219

-111.698545

NH3(X1A1)

-56.550474

0.034252

-56.473157

trans HNNH(X1Ag)

-110.657077

0.028316

-110.477660

cis HNNH(X1A1)

-110.649782

0.027625

-110.469421

H2NN(X1A1)

-110.624527

0.026519

-110.436759

TS3
TS4
TS1

-167.103201
-167.129837
-167.093493

0.062952
0.062446
0.064313

-166.844662
-166.863852
-166.834452

234
164
259

232
180
258

TS2
1
NH + N2H4

-167.123036

0.064377

-166.861913

182

191

-167.016683

0.060720

-166.768164

461

428

3

-167.098047

0.060623

-166.839231

247

240

NH2 + NHNH2

-167.122421

0.058366

-166.851544

183

202

NH3 + trans HNNH

-167.207551

0.062568

-166.950817

-40

-48

NH + N2H4

E(kJ/mol) e E(kJ/mol) f

NH3 + cis HNNH
-167.200256 0.061877 -166.942578
-21
-28
NH3 + NNH2
-167.175001 0.060771 -166.909916
45
55
a
B3LYP/cc-pVTZ energy with zero-point energy correction in hartree.
b
zero-point energy by B3LYP/cc-pVTZ in hartree.
c
ionization potential by B3LYP/cc-pVTZ with zero-point energy correction.
d
ionization potential by CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ with B3LYP/cc-pVTZ zero-point
energy correction.
e
relative energy by B3LYP/cc-pVTZ with zero-point energy correction.
f
relative energy by CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ with B3LYP/cc-pVTZ zero-point energy
correction.
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